SPEAKING

THIS MONTH will have seen the completion of Spring work so why not take a deserved rest and let Radio Electronic Nuclear Computers take over.

**Dew Removing**—Ah yes, press Button “E” and watch the “Electronic Evaporator” move slowly across the grass areas and leave behind a dry green sward.

Prior to **Mowing** pull Switch “S” and see the “Nuclear Device” clean and scarify the turf making the grasses erect ready for the “Radio-Controlled Shaver” to produce a perfectly mown finish.

To **Fertilise**—Plug in “C” and watch the “Radio Calculator” stealthily measure the pH value and evenly distribute the correct amount of balancer.

Now to **Rolling**—Dial “R” and the “Nuclear-Controlled Leveller” will roll just right—not too heavy, not too light. To **Weedkill**—Turn lever to “W” and the “Electronic-Controlled Eliminator” will quickly and speedily cover all grass areas leaving a superb lush finish.

For **Aeration** switch to “A” and set in motion the “V.H.F. Aerating Computer” and watch it pierce the sward swiftly and perfectly.

It would be nice wouldn’t it but “seriously though” Parkers have the modern equipment and all the materials you need.
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